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Attendees Abbreviation Organisation

Rob Walker RW UK – Independent Consultant

Andreas Weller AW
EU – European Banking Authority

EBA

Stuart Williams SW UK – Epimorphics

AGENDA:

Core Person

1. Roll call and adoption of minutes
2. Presentation of evolving spec
3. Issue 137: person and identity
4. Issue 100: inclusion of birth name
5. Issue 101: inclusion of death related information
6. Issue 102: alternative names (not discussed)
7. Timeline to February Public Review
8. Signing of the CLA (not discussed)

Core Business

1. Roll call and adoption of minutes
2. Issue 149: controlled vocabulary for status
3. Issue 126: identifiers
4. Issue 127: licence information
5. Issue 123: alternative name (not discussed)
6. Timeline to February Public Review

Core Location

1. Roll call and adoption of minutes
2. Discussion of instance data
3. Finalising of concepts
4. Issue 178: address representation
5. Issue 177: identification of location by textual description
6. Timeline to February Public Review
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1. Core Person: Roll call and adoption of minutes

Discussion

 Welcoming of all participants.

 PA says that the previous meeting was shorter than planned due to a low turn-
out. Philippe Vlérick has contributed some additional and more detailed use
cases in the mean time.

 Participants can raise comments on the minutes of the previous meeting. There
are no comments or issues.

Decisions

 The minutes of the previous meeting are adopted.

Documentation

 Minutes of 2012.12.22 meeting

2. Core Person: Presentation of evolving spec

Discussion

 PA presents the most up-to-date version of the spec (available on the wiki).

 SS comments on the current conceptual model: citizenship should have an
unbounded cardinality (0..*), whereas it is now restricted to 0..1. This is a better
approach than using a single field that allows concatenating multiple citizenships
(CG points out that this implies an ordering).

Decisions

 Cardinality of citizenship will be updated to 0..*.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Update the cardinality of citizenship to 0..* and explain
that citizenship will be recorded one per field (and no
longer as a list).

PA 12/01

Documentation

 Current draft specification
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3. Core Person: Issue 137: person and identity

Discussion

 GP asks if anyone has any comments issue 137. No one objects to closing this
issue. The consensus is that identity and natural person are different concepts
and that the Task Force is dealing with the latter.

Decisions

 Issue 137 will be closed.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Close issue 137 PA 12/01

4. Core Person: Issue 100: inclusion of birth name

Discussion

 GP asks if issue 100 can be closed and that birth name be included in the
specification. No one objects.

Decisions

 Issue 100 will be closed.

 Birth name is included in the specification.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Close issue 100 PA 12/01

5. Core Person: Issue 101: inclusion of death related information

Discussion

 GP asks if the specification should include fields for death related information:
place, time and cause of death. All these fields would be optional. CG believes
that a field should not be included because it is optional in any case. This
rationale would allow adding a lot of additional fields.

 SS explains that this was not included in the previous specification because the
main use case is the identification of living persons.

 CG believes that cause of death is rather application dependent. Place and time
are more general. JA thinks that cause of death might also be perceived as
sensitive information.
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 JA proposes to include an indication of death in the specification. This is agreed
upon by the group, subjected to the inclusion of such details in the specification.
The semantics of this field need to be clearly described. If empty, one can only
assume that a person is still alive.

 GP also asks if the specification should consider other life events. The group
acknowledges that these are important but believes that these should not be
made part of the Core Person vocabulary.

 There is some uncertainty about the time of death and how this should be
represented. The specification will be updated with a recommendation to use
W3CDFT where possible. If not possible, question marks will be used to indicate
uncertainty. Other systems (such as using 00 dates) should only be used in
extremis (i.e. you SHOULD NOT in RFC 2119 terms)).

Decisions

 Issue 101 remains open. PA will look for use cases that validate the inclusion of
death related details.

 A recommendation will be added to use W3CDTF where possible.

 A death indicator will be added to the specification if death related details are
indeed added to the specification.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Look for use cases validating the inclusion of death
related details.

PA 12/01

Update the description of date of death with a
recommendation for W3CDTF.

PA 12/01

Include a death indicator in the specification. PA 12/01

Documentation

 Link to documentation

6. Core Person: Issue 102: alternative names (not discussed)

Discussion

 Not discussed during the meeting.

7. Core Person: Timeline to February Public Review

Discussion
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 PA presents the proposed timeline to get the specification ready for the Public
Review in February.

Documentation

 Proposed timeline outlined in the detailed meeting agenda.

8. Core Person: Signing of the CLA (not discussed)

Discussion

 Not discussed during the meeting. SG will write to the group on signing the
Collaborator Licence Agreement.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Write to the group on signing of the CLA SG 06/01

9. Core Business: Roll call and adoption of minutes

Discussion

 Welcoming of all participants.

 Participants can raise comments on the minutes of the previous meeting. There
are no comments or issues.

Decisions

 The minutes of the previous meeting are adopted.

Documentation

 Minutes of 2012.12.22 meeting

10. Core Business: Issue 149: controlled vocabulary for status

Discussion

 PM proposes to use status as a free-text field, without relying on a controlled
vocabulary (issue 149). CT acknowledges that the entire group can agree on the
inclusion of status.

 JA believes a controlled vocabulary is important. An additional field can be used
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to record further clarifications of a business’ status.

 CT believes it very difficult to devise such a controlled vocabulary. There are
territories that do not even use such a vocabulary internally and even if
vocabularies were available, the semantics of a ‘status’ are not always easily
transferable to a wider region (‘bankruptcy’ might be treated legally in different
ways).

 JA agrees but does not think this restricts us from having a short list of straight-
forward and universally applicable statuses. As a very minimum, there should be
an indication if a business is still active.

 IB believes that the registration details of a business can provide more insight
into the status of a business.

 PM acknowledges that a European vocabulary would be useful. CT states it is
not feasible to develop such a vocabulary in a short time. PA shares this
sentiment and proposes to have a simple status field, accompanied by a clear
recommendation on how to use this field.

 NV refers to PEPPOL as prior work where this has also been discussed.

Decisions

 This item will be further discussed in the next meeting, based on a new proposal
by PA taking all comments into account.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Follow up on the PEPPOL Ontology and Reasoning
Specification, investigate IBs comment and produce a
new proposal.

PA 12/01

Documentation

 PEPPOL WP2 Pre-VCD Ontology and Reasoning Specification

11. Core Business:

 Issue 126: identifiers

 Issue 127: licence information

Discussion

 IB states that the identification of the issuing authority is extremely important.
Adding additional fields with detailed information on such an authority should be
considered (such as country). Because of this, issues 126 and 127 are
discussed at the same time (an authority has licensing information).

 CT agrees with having an identifier for a registry but is concerned with a ‘registry
of registries’. Would this be expendable? Would it be in the open domain? PM
proposes to ask Aine Mitchell more information on this.

 PA acknowledges the importance of the legal identifier and says that the current
discussion is about where such an identifier can be obtained. In this context, the
REID number looks very promising. CT agrees by saying that this is more of a
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question on what vocabulary will be used for the identifier.

 CT believes the legal identifier should be a composite field, not just a string
literal. It should contain an identifier from an issuing authority and a reference to
that authority. Having just the REID number, would demand an additional query
to retrieve extended information about the authority.

 The legal identifier becomes similar to the other modelled identifiers in that
case; it should still be treated differently however – it is the primary way of
identifying a business.

 IB states there are 2 important identifiers for a business: its legal name and the
name that is used by others to refer to it. CT does not agree: the combination of
the legal name and the issuing authority is not unique in all cases.

 According to IB, the most important issue is linking together different identifiers
of a single business entity.

Decisions

 No decision reached; these items will be further discussed on the wiki.

12. Core Business: Issue 123: alternative name (not discussed)

Discussion

 Not discussed during this meeting due to lack of time. Postponed until the next
meeting (12/01).

13. Core Business: Timeline to February Public Review

Discussion

 PA presents the proposed timeline to get the specification ready for the Public
Review in February.

Documentation

 Proposed timeline outlined in the detailed meeting agenda.

14. Core Location: Roll call and adoption of minutes

Discussion

 Welcoming of all participants.

 Participants can raise comments on the minutes of the previous meeting. There
are no comments or issues.
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Decisions

 The minutes of the previous meeting are adopted.

Documentation

 Minutes of 2012.12.22 meeting

15. Core Location:

 Discussion of instance data

 Finalising of concepts

 Issue 178: address representation

 Issue 177: identification of location by textual description

Discussion

 PA presents an example of what location data might look like in the current
context.

 RW asks if the used level of detail is necessary for a place of birth or death. PA
agrees that this example is a bit far-fetched, but that the main point is to
illustrate how a location can be identified free of any context. It is used to test
the flexibility of the model.

 RW states that this implies that the group focuses on 3 ways of expressing
location data (acknowledged by PA), using:

o Free text;

o A formally structured address;

o Coordinates.

 The idea in the group is that address should have more structure (issue 178),
both in the examples and in the conceptual model. Geometry should also have
its own node in the RDF example to be compliant with the model.

 AP clarifies that the idea is to have both a structured address and a more literal
type of address (issue 177). Using address will be explained in an
accompanying recommendation.

 PA asks, by example, if the idea of zip or postal code is something can be
considered as universal and part of every address structure. ML thinks this can
be considered as a ‘core’ component of every address, at least within the
Member States.

 SW mentions similar work by John Goodwin.

 ML refers to the INSPIRE guidelines for using an AddressRepresentation. SW
would like to see an RDF or OWL expression of the INSPIRE conceptual model.

 PA refers to the W3C POI WG. RS says that this group is still active (a new draft
should be published shortly). RS also mentions the latest version (3.3) of GML
as being a lot simpler and user-friendly.

 AHo is concerned that the latest version of the conceptual model does not
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incorporate all issues that have already been discussed and resolved. AP
promises to present an updated model shortly.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

PA to produce a new proposal. PA 12/01

AP to update the conceptual model. AP 12/01

Documentation

 Instance data example

 John Goodwin’s work (example)

 Abstract Geometry as an extent to John Goodwin’s work using GML

 POI WG

 Latest POI WG draft

 GML 3.3

16. Core Location: Timeline to February Public Review

Discussion

 PA presents the proposed timeline to get the specification ready for the Public
Review in February.

Documentation

 Proposed timeline outlined in the detailed meeting agenda.


